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MOTIVATIONS



The Turbulent ISM

The are strong evidences of turbulent motions in the ISM of spiral galaxies:

‣ cosmic rays (only for the MW and a few nearby)

‣ diffractive radio scintillation (only for the MW)

‣ HI disks of local spiral galaxies exhibit 21 cm line widths of 5-15 km/s 
within SF regions. The thermal contribution does not exceed 8 km/s for 
the warm phase.

SN explosions are thought to be the dominant agent for producing 
turbulent motions in star forming regions of galaxies. Interaction 
between blast waves from multiple SN shocks lead to compression 
and shearing of the gas (Norman & Ferrara, 1996).



Galactic Outflows

‣ In some cases, explosions that are spatially and 
temporally correlated may collectively generate an 
outflow, observed at both low (Martin 1999; 
Heckman et al. 2000) and high redshifts (Pettini et 
al. 2001, 2002; Shapley et al. 2003; Weiner et al. 
2008).

‣ A number of theoretical arguments suggest that this 
powerful outflows might have been polluted the 
IGM with metals produced by early star formation.

‣ The presence of heavy elements like C, N and Si in 
the Lyα forest clouds at z~3 is the smoking gun of 
the galaxy-IGM interplay (Cowie et al. 1995; Simcoe 
et al. 2004; Adelberger et al. 2003).
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Observational Hints: 
Kinematics of the IGM
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Observational Hints: 
Kinematics of the IGM

Observations of absorption systems in 
close lines of sight to gravitationally lensed 
QSOs can be used to infer the density 
fluctuations and motions of IGM down to 
tens of parsecs at redshift z ~3.

The structure function can be measured 
from the pairs of C IV column density 
weighted velocities as a function of the 
l.o.s. separation:

B(s) ~ (es)2/3  ->  e ~ 10-3 cm2 s-3

Could it be due to residual turbulence 
from an earlier phase of metal ejection?
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FIG. 15.ÈStructure function as a function of beam separa-S(vA [ vB)2T
tion. To reduce the scatter, the data points of the previous !gures have
been collected in three bins. The dashed line illustrates a Kolmogorov
spectrum with a vertical normalization corresponding to an energy trans-
fer rate v \ 10~3 cm2 s~3.

smallest separations ; we do not know the correct normal-
ization a priori) than our naive application of the Kolmogo-
rov assumptions would lead us to expect. This would not be
surprising if the velocity di†erences between the absorption
systems on the largest scales are due to a di†erent source of
velocity shear. For instance, in a simple hierarchical sce-
nario for galaxy formation, the largest velocity widths of C
IV complexes are contributed by the gravitational motions
of separate protogalaxies, rather than by turbulent motion
on intragalactic scales (Rauch et al. 1997). Moreover, the
underlying assumptions of the Kolmogorov process
(incompressible, subsonic gas, no magnetic !elds) may be
violated by the C IV gas. However, let us assume that there
is at least some overlap between the spatial scales covered
by our sample of C IV systems and the ““ inertial ÏÏ range of
scales where the energy transfer rate is indicative of the
original energy input. Then, judging from the departures of
the data points from a straight line (Fig. 15), it appears that
we are not making an error larger than (at most) an order of
magnitude in using the y-intersect of the plot in Figure 15 as
a crude estimate of the energy input rate Taking valuesv0.
B(r) \ 100 km2 s~2, r \ 300 pc as reference values (the mid-
point of the power law in Fig. 15), the energy transfer rate is

v D 10~3 cm2 s~3 . (9)

This is considerably less than values measured for the Orion
Nebula, where v D 0.1È1 cm2 s~3 (e.g., Kaplan & Pikelner

1970), but it is comparable to the global rate of energy input
into the ISM of our Galaxy.6

3.2. Turbulence as Measured along the L ine of Sight
Absorption-line pro!les can also be used to probe

directly the turbulent velocity along the line of sight, if the
line pro!les of two ions of di†erent mass are available. Such
measurements have been done earlier for individual C IV

components, using the C IV and Si IV pro!les of strong C IV

systems (Rauch et al. 1996). A typical value for the turbulent
line-of-sight rms velocity contribution to the width of indi-
vidual C IV pro!les was found to be

vlos \S1
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bturb \S1
2
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b2 [ 2kT
m
B

^ 4.5 km s~1 , (10)

where is the turbulent Doppler parameter of the C IVbturbline, b is the total Doppler parameter, and T is the tem-
perature.

The turbulence along the line of sight may be compared
with the turbulence across the lines of sight. For this com-
parison we need to make an assumption about the typical
size of individual C IV clouds. If a !ducial value of 300 pc is
adopted once more, Figure 15 gives the rms velocity di†er-
ence across the sky,

J ^ JB(300 pc) B 4.7 km s~1 (11)v
r2

[as read from the value of B(r) for single components, in the
central bin]. The good agreement between the turbulent
measurements across and along the line of sight indicates
that the typical size adopted has the right order of magni-
tude.

A comparison of the turbulent Doppler parameters of
C IV systems with other astrophysical environments is
shown in Figure 16. The diagram gives the relation between
the turbulent Doppler parameter and cloud size for a com-
pilation of measurements from molecular clouds (dashed
line) and H II regions (dotted line) by OÏDell (1991). The
!gure shows the power-law !ts to the data given by OÏDell.
The arrows represent the upper limits to the C IV Doppler
parameters from Rauch et al. (1996) and the lower limits to
the cloud sizes from the present work. Clearly, the turbulent
motion along the line of sight observed for the C IV

absorbers is smaller for a given cloud size than the values
found in H IIÈ or star-forming regions.

There is other evidence suggesting that the small-scale
structure of the typical high-redshift C IV absorbing gas
di†ers from that of high-ionization gas detected locally (i.e.,
in the Milky Way or the Magellanic Clouds). Multiple lines
of sight to the Magellanic Clouds show the gas to be frag-
mented on much smaller scales (e.g., Songaila et al. 1986)
than found here ; the C IV column density appears to be
Ñuctuating by 50% on parsec scales (Wakker et al. 1998).
However, even without invoking evolution in the physical
state of the C IV gas, these di†erences between high- and
low-redshift absorbers are perhaps not too surprising. We

6 The value of v and the actual amount of turbulence in C IV systems
could be somewhat smaller than that derived above. Our ability to
measure very small values of B(r) (less than a few km2 s~2) is limited by the
measurement errors of and As mentioned above, there may bevA vB.
additional sources of velocity shear, e.g., gravitationally induced bulk
motions. In addition, it is not clear how to distinguish velocity shear from
density di†erences across the lines of sight. Column density Ñuctuations as
caused, e.g., by clumpiness in an otherwise laminar Ñow could mimic turb-
ulent motions.
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Galaxy Formation Model

MW 1012 M

z = 20

feedback
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z = 0

• Stars form in Lyα cooling haloes 
   Tvir > 104K       M > M4(z=20)

• 

• IRA approximation relaxed.

• Mechanical feedback:

• Model free parameters calibrated by reproducing the 
global MW properties (stellar/gas mass & SFR) 

Merger Tree approach, one-zone model:

Salvadori et al., 2007;  Parkinson et al., 2008
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Galaxy Formation Model

Hopkins & Beacom, 2006



Galactic Outflow Evolution
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& Shull 1996 ; Schaerer & de Koter 1997 ; F. Palla 2000,
private communication) and derived the approximate !t
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The extrapolation to masses larger than 60 is quiteM
_uncertain ; in general, stars this massive are rare enough

that this will not seriously a†ect our results.
We can now derive the mechanical luminosity of the

massive-star association driving the superbubble. Since all
stars are assumed to be born coevally in a single burst of
star formation, the spread in the SN energy deposition is
only due to the di†erence in for the various masses. ThetOBmechanical luminosity is de!ned as L (t) \ dE/dt, where E is
the energy produced by the ensemble of SNe. We further
assume that each SN releases ergs in kineticE0 \ 1051
energy. The derivation naturally accounts for the stochastic
behavior of L (t), which nevertheless has two clear features :
(1) a pronounced initial peak during the !rst 5 Myr after the
burst that was caused by the crowding of the explosions of
the most massive stars, which tend to have very similar ages
(see expression for above), and (2) random oscillationstOBaround a mean value roughly equal to NE0/max [tOB(M

s
)].

3.5. Superbubble Evolution
In this and the following sections, we will model the evol-

ution of SN-driven bubbles as they blow out from our 108
h~1 !ducial halo, allowing for radiative losses, gravity,M

_external pressure, and thermal conduction. Correlated
multi-SN explosions will create large holes in the ISM of
pregalactic systems, enlarging preexisting ones because of
winds from their progenitors stars. Most of the swept-up
mass, both in the early adiabatic and in the following radi-
ative phases, is concentrated in a dense shell bounding the
hot overpressurized interior, which yet contains enough
mass to thermalize the energy input of the SNe.

Superbubbles are canonically studied by using the thin-
shell approximation (Kompaneets 1960 ; Ostriker & McKee
1988), which has been checked against numerical simula-
tions giving excellent agreement (Mac Low & McCray
1988). The shell expansion, whose radius is denoted by isR

s
,

driven by the internal energy of the hot bubble gas. TheE
bpressure of such a gas (with adiabatic index c \ 5/3) is

therefore Hence, momentum and energyP
b
\ E

b
/2nR

s
3.

conservation yield the following relevant equations :

d
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where the subscripts ““ s ÏÏ and ““ b ÏÏ indicate shell and bubble
quantities, respectively. We have de!ned the volume
enclosed by the shell as the overdots rep-V

s
\ (4n/3)R

s
3 ;

resent time derivatives, and o is the pressure of the ambient
medium taken to be equal to the halo gas density within rvirand to the IGM background density at z \ 9 outside the
virial radius. As at the halo is still about 60 times denserrvir,than the IGM; to avoid unphysical e†ects due to this jump,
we have allowed the two distributions to merge through an
exponential transition of width Finally,* \ 0.2rvir.

is the cooling rate per unit volume of the hotnH,b2 "(T
b
)

bubble gas, whose average hydrogen density and tem-
perature are and respectively. The physical inter-nH,b T

b
,

pretation of the various terms is straightforward : in the
momentum equation (eq. [24]), the !rst term on the right-
hand side describes the momentum gained by the shell from
the SN-shocked wind, while the second term corresponds to
the momentum lost to the local gravitational !eld. The
terms on the right-hand side of the energy equation (eq.
[25]) describe the mechanical energy input, the work done
against the shell, and the energy losses due to radiation.

It is important to remark here that we are actually
neglecting the complicated weblike structure ubiquitous to
three-dimensional cosmological hydrodynamical simula-
tions (see, e.g., Cen et al. 1994 ; Zhang et al. 1995). In CDM
universes, virialized systems form at the intersection of
mildly overdense !laments, along which most of the mass
accretion (inÑow) actually occurs ; outside the virial radius,
there will still be a power-law decrease in density within
material that is Ñowing in, but of course the spherical
assumption breaks down. Moreover, prior to the reioniza-
tion epoch, a signi!cant fraction of all baryons is not dis-
tributed in a low-density IGM but actually condenses into
numerous small halos with virial temperatures above the
cosmological Jeans mass. Such ““ minihalos ÏÏ have not yet
been resolved in large-scale cosmological simulations and
are expected to dominate the average gas clumping in the
IGM (Haiman, Abel, & Madau 2001). We have also ignored
any e†ects due to possible inhomogeneities within the halo
gas. The shallow slope of the CDM spectrum on mass scales

leads to all small-scale Ñuctuations going nonlin-[108 M
_ear almost simultaneously in time. The evolution of these

early halos will then be marked by frequent mergers, which
could raise the gas to a higher adiabat by shock heating and
yield complex velocity and density !elds within the ““ virial
radius ÏÏ (Abel, Bryan, & Norman 2000). In this !rst assess-
ment of pregalactic outÑows, we shall assume for simplicity
that much of their structure and hydrodynamics can be
understood from spherical pro!les of the physical quan-
tities.

To determine the pressure P of the ambient medium, we
further assume that both the halo gas and the IGM are
photoheated at a temperature of 104 K by the SN progeni-
tors. In general, the size of an intergalactic H II region
around a galaxy halo will depend on the H-ionizing photon
luminosity the fraction of these photons that canN0

i
, fescactually escape the dense star formation regions into the

IGM, the IGM mean density and the volume-averagednH,
recombination timescale When the source lifetime istrec. t

smuch less than however, as expected for a sub-(trec, H~1),
galactic halo shining for a few times 107 yr before being
blown away by SN explosions (or in the case of a short-
lived quasar ; Madau & Rees 2000), recombinations can be
neglected, and the evolution of the H II region can be decou-
pled from the Hubble expansion. The radius of the ionized
zone is then

R
I
\A3N0

i
fesc t

s
4nnH

B1@3 B (54 kpc)
A)

b
h2

0.02
B~1@3

]
A1 ] z

10
B~1A t

s
107 yr

B1@3
(N0 52 fesc)1@3 , 26

where s~1 is the ionizing photon luminosityN0
i
\ 1052N0 52due to 103 massive stars distributed according to a Salpeter

Madau et al. 2001; Bertone et al. 2005; Samui et al. 2008

Galactic outflows are treated as pressure-driven bubbles of hot gas emerging 
from star-forming galaxies. They expand working against IGM pressure, and are 
driven by the energy injected by multi-SN explosions:

Most of the swept-up mass, both in the early adiabatic and in the following 
radiative phases, is concentrated in a dense shell bounding the hot over-
pressurized interior:
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the mass variation of cold gas: it increases because of the accre-
tion (treated as the baryonic fraction of the DM halo accretion)
and it decreases both for conversion of the gas in stars and mass
ejection due to SNe explosion.

Finally, since large halos form by mergers of smaller halos,
we treat the merging summing the contribute of the two mass
component.

The model free parameters (!w and !!) are fixed to match
the global properties of the MW (DEVO MOSTRARE UN
GRAFICO?).

The model free parameters so chosen are very close to the
value obtained by SSF08 with the full model.

1.2 Bubble

We model in our simulation galactic winds as uniform pressure-
driven bubbles of hot gas emerging from star forming galaxies,
which evolve adiabatically until their cooling time become shorter
than their dynamical expansion time.

Super bubbles are canonically studied by using the thin-shell
approximation (Kompaneets 1960; Ostriker and McKee 1988),
which has been checked against numerical simulations giving ex-
cellent agreement (Mac Low and McCray 1988). The shell expan-
sion, whose radius is denoted by Rs, is driven by the internal
energy Eb of the hot bubble gas. The pressure of such a gas
(with adiabatic index 5/3) is therefore Pb = Eb/2"R3

s . Hence,
momentum and energy conservation yield the following relevant
equations:

d

dt
(Vs#Ṙs) = 4"R2

s(Pb ! P ) !
GM(Rs)

R2
s

#Vs, (9)

dEb

dt
= L(t) ! 4"R2

sPbṘs ! Vsn̄2
H,b!(T̄b), (10)

where BLA, BLA.
The total mass in the bubble Mb is the sum of the outflowing

wind mass plus the swept-up mass:

dMb

dt
= Ṁw + 4"#RsdRs (11)

(NOTA: NON HO LA SWEPT-UP MASS)
During the mergers, conservation of the mass requires the

final mass m of the new bubble to be the sum of the masses m1

and m2 of the two merging winds, that is m = m1 + m2. Sim-
ilarly, conservation of the volume requires that the total volume
V of the final wind cavity is equal to the sum of the volumes of
the two single cavities V = V1 + V2. Since winds are spherical
this immediately translate in assuming the new shock radius to
be R = (R3

1 + R3
2)1/3. The shock velocity is given by the conser-

vations of momentum vs = m1vs1+m2vs2

m1+m2
(NEL MIO CASO LA

SOMMA DELLE ENERGIE CINETICHE, MA FORSE HANNO
RAGIONE LORO!) and the total internal energy is the sum of
the internal energies.

1.3 Turbulence evolution

Since we are interested to general properties of the turbulent spec-
trum without regarding the spatial distribution of the results, we
adopt in the following a simple approach based on a spectral
transfer equation derived by NF96 from the hydrodynamic Ko-
vasznay approximation.

When dealing with turbulence it is normal to introduce a
spectral representation of the velocity field in the fluid. Then the
energy density in eddies with wave-number between k and k + dk
is given by #E(k, t)dk, where # is the density of the fluid and
!(k, t) is said to be the spectrum of the turbulence. One very-well
known feature of this spectrum is that, in the inertial range (SP-
IEGARE COSA E), the spectrum approaches an universal form

that can be derived from general principles using a simple dimen-
sional argument. In absence of an external pumping(WDIM?) the
spectrum has the well-known expression !(k, t) " k"5/3, referred
as the Kolmogorov-Obukho" law.

A general approach requires one to take into account the
equation governing the time evolution of E(k, t), which is called
the dynamic equation. In its integral form the dynamic equation
reads (citazioni)

$

$t

Z k

0
dk#E(k#, t) =

Z k

0
dk#F (k#, t) ! 2%

Z k

0
dk#k#2E(k#, t) +

Z k

0
dk#S(k#, t) (12)

where F (k, t) is the energy transfer function, % is the kine-
matic viscosity and S(k, t) is the source function. The left-hand
side describes the changes in the kinetic energy BLA, BLA.

A complete solution of the dynamic equation in its general
form has not yet been found; the main di#culty is merely a re-
statement of the closure problem for the hydrodynamic equations.
It is used in this case, instead of being forced to make an assump-
tion to the next higher order velocity correlation, it is necessary
to postulate an explicit form of F (k, t); this is usually done on
the basis of some physical/dimensional arguments.

The adopted formulation we adopt here is proposed by Ko-
vasznay (1948), this allows an exact analytical solution to be
found and automatically satisfies the condition of a local interac-
tion in every region of the spectrum.

Z k

0

dk#F (k#, t) = !&E3/2(k, t)k5/2 (13)

Given the adopted form of the transfer spectrum, we can
profitable write the equation (...) in its di"erential form:

$

$t
E(k, t) = !&

$

$k

h

E(k, t)3/2k5/2
i

! 2%k2E(k, t) + S(k, t) (14)

Where & is a constant that should be extrapolated from the
experiments. (AGGIUNGERE NOTA: compressible/non com-
pressible) (AGGIUNGER NOTA: quali sono le dimensioni per
&).

Equation (...) completely describes the evolution of the tur-
bulent spectrum, provided the appropriate boundary and initial
conditions:

E(0, t) = E(#, t) = 0 , 0 ! t < # , (15)

E(k, 0) = E0(k) , 0 ! k < # , (16)

are specified, as well as the Source function is known as func-
tion of the time.

To model the Source Function we assume turbulent motions
in the hot gas are induced by interacting blast waves. That is we
are assuming that the observed turbulent motions and the associ-
ated inferred turbulent pressure in the bubble are ultimately de-
rived from the kinetic energy of SNe induced shock waves which,
as we will discuss later, can act as a source function for a turbulent
cascade with an e#ciency of order unity.

If this is the case, there are some general constraints on the
form of the source function. Bykov and Toptygin (1987) have
studied in detail the shock-induced turbulence phenomenon, and
they find that the turbulent spectrum has, for the McKee and
Ostriker (1977) model, a k"2 dependence in the short-wavelenght
regime, while for long wavelenghts it is proportional to k2. Thus,
the simplest source function that retains this behavior is

S(k, t) = S0(t)f(k/k0) (17)

where f(x) = x2

1+x4 , k0 is the wave-number corresponding to
the characteristic length at which the turbulence is injected and
S0(t) is a normalization factor obtained assuming a fraction of
the kinetic energy produced at any instant by SNe is transferred

c$ 2009 RAS, MNRAS 000, ??–??
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the mass variation of cold gas: it increases because of the accre-
tion (treated as the baryonic fraction of the DM halo accretion)
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are specified, as well as the Source function is known as func-
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To model the Source Function we assume turbulent motions
in the hot gas are induced by interacting blast waves. That is we
are assuming that the observed turbulent motions and the associ-
ated inferred turbulent pressure in the bubble are ultimately de-
rived from the kinetic energy of SNe induced shock waves which,
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If this is the case, there are some general constraints on the
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they find that the turbulent spectrum has, for the McKee and
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S(k, t) = S0(t)f(k/k0) (17)

where f(x) = x2

1+x4 , k0 is the wave-number corresponding to
the characteristic length at which the turbulence is injected and
S0(t) is a normalization factor obtained assuming a fraction of
the kinetic energy produced at any instant by SNe is transferred
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the mass variation of cold gas: it increases because of the accre-
tion (treated as the baryonic fraction of the DM halo accretion)
and it decreases both for conversion of the gas in stars and mass
ejection due to SNe explosion.

Finally, since large halos form by mergers of smaller halos,
we treat the merging summing the contribute of the two mass
component.

The model free parameters (!w and !!) are fixed to match
the global properties of the MW (DEVO MOSTRARE UN
GRAFICO?).

The model free parameters so chosen are very close to the
value obtained by SSF08 with the full model.

1.2 Bubble

We model in our simulation galactic winds as uniform pressure-
driven bubbles of hot gas emerging from star forming galaxies,
which evolve adiabatically until their cooling time become shorter
than their dynamical expansion time.

Super bubbles are canonically studied by using the thin-shell
approximation (Kompaneets 1960; Ostriker and McKee 1988),
which has been checked against numerical simulations giving ex-
cellent agreement (Mac Low and McCray 1988). The shell expan-
sion, whose radius is denoted by Rs, is driven by the internal
energy Eb of the hot bubble gas. The pressure of such a gas
(with adiabatic index 5/3) is therefore Pb = Eb/2"R3

s . Hence,
momentum and energy conservation yield the following relevant
equations:

d

dt
(Vs#Ṙs) = 4"R2

s(Pb ! P ) !
GM(Rs)

R2
s

#Vs, (9)

dEb

dt
= L(t) ! 4"R2

sPbṘs ! Vsn̄2
H,b!(T̄b), (10)

where BLA, BLA.
The total mass in the bubble Mb is the sum of the outflowing

wind mass plus the swept-up mass:

dMb

dt
= Ṁw + 4"#RsdRs (11)

(NOTA: NON HO LA SWEPT-UP MASS)
During the mergers, conservation of the mass requires the

final mass m of the new bubble to be the sum of the masses m1

and m2 of the two merging winds, that is m = m1 + m2. Sim-
ilarly, conservation of the volume requires that the total volume
V of the final wind cavity is equal to the sum of the volumes of
the two single cavities V = V1 + V2. Since winds are spherical
this immediately translate in assuming the new shock radius to
be R = (R3

1 + R3
2)1/3. The shock velocity is given by the conser-

vations of momentum vs = m1vs1+m2vs2

m1+m2
(NEL MIO CASO LA

SOMMA DELLE ENERGIE CINETICHE, MA FORSE HANNO
RAGIONE LORO!) and the total internal energy is the sum of
the internal energies.

1.3 Turbulence evolution

Since we are interested to general properties of the turbulent spec-
trum without regarding the spatial distribution of the results, we
adopt in the following a simple approach based on a spectral
transfer equation derived by NF96 from the hydrodynamic Ko-
vasznay approximation.

When dealing with turbulence it is normal to introduce a
spectral representation of the velocity field in the fluid. Then the
energy density in eddies with wave-number between k and k + dk
is given by #E(k, t)dk, where # is the density of the fluid and
!(k, t) is said to be the spectrum of the turbulence. One very-well
known feature of this spectrum is that, in the inertial range (SP-
IEGARE COSA E), the spectrum approaches an universal form

that can be derived from general principles using a simple dimen-
sional argument. In absence of an external pumping(WDIM?) the
spectrum has the well-known expression !(k, t) " k"5/3, referred
as the Kolmogorov-Obukho" law.

A general approach requires one to take into account the
equation governing the time evolution of E(k, t), which is called
the dynamic equation. In its integral form the dynamic equation
reads (citazioni)

$

$t

Z k

0
dk#E(k#, t) =

Z k

0
dk#F (k#, t) ! 2%

Z k

0
dk#k#2E(k#, t) +

Z k

0
dk#S(k#, t) (12)

where F (k, t) is the energy transfer function, % is the kine-
matic viscosity and S(k, t) is the source function. The left-hand
side describes the changes in the kinetic energy BLA, BLA.

A complete solution of the dynamic equation in its general
form has not yet been found; the main di#culty is merely a re-
statement of the closure problem for the hydrodynamic equations.
It is used in this case, instead of being forced to make an assump-
tion to the next higher order velocity correlation, it is necessary
to postulate an explicit form of F (k, t); this is usually done on
the basis of some physical/dimensional arguments.

The adopted formulation we adopt here is proposed by Ko-
vasznay (1948), this allows an exact analytical solution to be
found and automatically satisfies the condition of a local interac-
tion in every region of the spectrum.

Z k

0

dk#F (k#, t) = !&E3/2(k, t)k5/2 (13)

Given the adopted form of the transfer spectrum, we can
profitable write the equation (...) in its di"erential form:

$

$t
E(k, t) = !&

$

$k

h

E(k, t)3/2k5/2
i

! 2%k2E(k, t) + S(k, t) (14)

Where & is a constant that should be extrapolated from the
experiments. (AGGIUNGERE NOTA: compressible/non com-
pressible) (AGGIUNGER NOTA: quali sono le dimensioni per
&).

Equation (...) completely describes the evolution of the tur-
bulent spectrum, provided the appropriate boundary and initial
conditions:

E(0, t) = E(#, t) = 0 , 0 ! t < # , (15)

E(k, 0) = E0(k) , 0 ! k < # , (16)

are specified, as well as the Source function is known as func-
tion of the time.

To model the Source Function we assume turbulent motions
in the hot gas are induced by interacting blast waves. That is we
are assuming that the observed turbulent motions and the associ-
ated inferred turbulent pressure in the bubble are ultimately de-
rived from the kinetic energy of SNe induced shock waves which,
as we will discuss later, can act as a source function for a turbulent
cascade with an e#ciency of order unity.

If this is the case, there are some general constraints on the
form of the source function. Bykov and Toptygin (1987) have
studied in detail the shock-induced turbulence phenomenon, and
they find that the turbulent spectrum has, for the McKee and
Ostriker (1977) model, a k"2 dependence in the short-wavelenght
regime, while for long wavelenghts it is proportional to k2. Thus,
the simplest source function that retains this behavior is

S(k, t) = S0(t)f(k/k0) (17)

where f(x) = x2

1+x4 , k0 is the wave-number corresponding to
the characteristic length at which the turbulence is injected and
S0(t) is a normalization factor obtained assuming a fraction of
the kinetic energy produced at any instant by SNe is transferred
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tion (treated as the baryonic fraction of the DM halo accretion)
and it decreases both for conversion of the gas in stars and mass
ejection due to SNe explosion.
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we treat the merging summing the contribute of the two mass
component.

The model free parameters (!w and !!) are fixed to match
the global properties of the MW (DEVO MOSTRARE UN
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The model free parameters so chosen are very close to the
value obtained by SSF08 with the full model.
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We model in our simulation galactic winds as uniform pressure-
driven bubbles of hot gas emerging from star forming galaxies,
which evolve adiabatically until their cooling time become shorter
than their dynamical expansion time.

Super bubbles are canonically studied by using the thin-shell
approximation (Kompaneets 1960; Ostriker and McKee 1988),
which has been checked against numerical simulations giving ex-
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sion, whose radius is denoted by Rs, is driven by the internal
energy Eb of the hot bubble gas. The pressure of such a gas
(with adiabatic index 5/3) is therefore Pb = Eb/2"R3
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1.3 Turbulence evolution

Since we are interested to general properties of the turbulent spec-
trum without regarding the spatial distribution of the results, we
adopt in the following a simple approach based on a spectral
transfer equation derived by NF96 from the hydrodynamic Ko-
vasznay approximation.

When dealing with turbulence it is normal to introduce a
spectral representation of the velocity field in the fluid. Then the
energy density in eddies with wave-number between k and k + dk
is given by #E(k, t)dk, where # is the density of the fluid and
!(k, t) is said to be the spectrum of the turbulence. One very-well
known feature of this spectrum is that, in the inertial range (SP-
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that can be derived from general principles using a simple dimen-
sional argument. In absence of an external pumping(WDIM?) the
spectrum has the well-known expression !(k, t) " k"5/3, referred
as the Kolmogorov-Obukho" law.

A general approach requires one to take into account the
equation governing the time evolution of E(k, t), which is called
the dynamic equation. In its integral form the dynamic equation
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matic viscosity and S(k, t) is the source function. The left-hand
side describes the changes in the kinetic energy BLA, BLA.

A complete solution of the dynamic equation in its general
form has not yet been found; the main di#culty is merely a re-
statement of the closure problem for the hydrodynamic equations.
It is used in this case, instead of being forced to make an assump-
tion to the next higher order velocity correlation, it is necessary
to postulate an explicit form of F (k, t); this is usually done on
the basis of some physical/dimensional arguments.

The adopted formulation we adopt here is proposed by Ko-
vasznay (1948), this allows an exact analytical solution to be
found and automatically satisfies the condition of a local interac-
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are specified, as well as the Source function is known as func-
tion of the time.

To model the Source Function we assume turbulent motions
in the hot gas are induced by interacting blast waves. That is we
are assuming that the observed turbulent motions and the associ-
ated inferred turbulent pressure in the bubble are ultimately de-
rived from the kinetic energy of SNe induced shock waves which,
as we will discuss later, can act as a source function for a turbulent
cascade with an e#ciency of order unity.

If this is the case, there are some general constraints on the
form of the source function. Bykov and Toptygin (1987) have
studied in detail the shock-induced turbulence phenomenon, and
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Conclusions

‣ Following the turbulence cascade and its dissipation over 
cosmological time-scales could give us some important 
hints about galaxies evolution and galaxy-IGM 
interactions.

‣ Turbulence can possibly reconcile the discrepancy between 
the observed Doppler parameters and those predicted by 
theoretical modeling of Lya forest.

‣ Dedicated observations will be necessary to test the 
scenario.




